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ACSIL is the trade association for the global footage industry, and our members control 
the essential motion imagery of our time. Some of us are substantial businesses with high 
end digital workflows and offices worldwide; some are specialists with expertly crafted 
motion experiences; some are units of the globe’s major news and media companies; 
some are governmental departments; some are nonprofit; some are hand-crafted 
collections of rare and esoteric cinematic experiences. 
 
In short, we are the organizations who have set up offices to work directly with the 
creative community. We have invested in digital imagery and digital workflows, in film 
and video restoration and preservation, in descriptive metadata and algorithmic finding 
aids and in the artists and filmmakers who capture iconic events and landscapes. 
 
And our members own rights to the most celebrated moving imagery ever produced on 
earth.  Our membership holds content in all subject areas: news archives, contemporary 
HD cinematographers, natural science &amp; behavioral specialists, historical motion 
picture archives dating back to 1895, pop- and high-culture rights holders, animation and 
graphic artists, celebrity footage, dash-cam operators, time-lapse specialists, 
international shooters, etc. etc. 
 
ACSIL sponsors multiple stock footage based initiatives including the gathering of data on 
the global stock footage market. Our ACSIL GLOBAL SURVEY has been tracking the 
footage market for over a decade and is the primary source of information about the 
industry.  
 
ACSIL also reaches out to meet the needs of the production community by sponsoring 
events, hosting panel discussions and presenting seminars on a wide range of footage 
industry subjects. 
 
Interested in membership or ACSIL speaking to your organization? Please visit our 
‘Become a Member’ page on our website. 
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